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The ‘invention relates to a powerdriven 
L-hammerof the type having a rotating driv 
ing wheel and .a-reciprocating'hammer piece, 
.which isactuated bythe successive blowsof a 
striker on the wheel. The hammer piece de 
livers “the blow to the tool and is returned 
.either. by the reaction alone or by the reaction 
tassistedtby a spring which is convenient, if 
,noteessential, in that it serves to hold the 
hammer piece in engagement with a stop 
.whichpositionsit in the path‘, of the striker. 
The-present inventionirelates particularly. to 
suchatoolin which the hammer piece recipj 
.rocates. on. a rectilinear path. ' 

In :the accompanying ‘drawings 1 have 
illustrateda hammer embodying the features 
of the invention inthe preferredform. 
‘In the drawings,.-Figure 1 is a vertical cen 

-.tral-section;taken on theaxis of, the hammer 
piece and'bit, the plane of the section being 
‘at right angles to the axis ‘of the striker 
~wheel. ‘ ' 

Figure 2 is asection on ‘the line 2—2 of 

Eignre3is -;a section on the line 3—3 of 
‘Figure 1 looking. downwardly. ‘ 
(Figure atis a section on the 

Fi ure 1. ' n ‘ 

~ igure 5 isan elevation of the tool on a 

line 4——4 vof 

' ' .reducedscale looking at the same in-the'oppo— 
“site direction :tothat in which Figure 1‘ is ' 
.L'taken. ‘ ‘ 

igure v6 is a fragmentary section similar 
;t0 the section, Figure .1, showing. the same 
hammer having a striker wheel provided 
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1 with two striker members. 7 

V ' ?Figure'? is ‘an elevation corresponding to 
:Figure' 1 showing the hammer equipped with 
vanelectric motor. ‘ ~ 

' Figure-8 is an elevation atrightangles to 
‘Fi ure 7. > 

eferring to the drawings by numerals, 
.-.each -1 of which is. used to indicate the ‘same 
0128111111311‘.- parts in. the di?erent' ?gures, the 

' constructionshown.comprises .a frame or 
easing '1, containing a striker wheel 2 
mounted on ashaft'S, to which-it is secured 
.~in=;any=suitable manner, as by means of keys 
»;3’. Theshaft: ismounted in suitable bean‘ 
;;ingsi4; in} the :rfi'ameeor. casing; 1, which bear 

ings may be. enclosed in bosses onthe in 
side of the casing and bearing‘at their ends 
on thesides of the wheel 2, which they serve 
to position. ’ 

in Figure 1 includesa handle or grip35. In accordance with the preferred c_on-,,v 
The casingin theform shown 55 I - 

struction, one of the bearings 41: and the‘ cor- " 
responding boss. 5 may,beisupp'orted-_on-ia_ 
removable plate ‘or coveri6, formingqar re~ 
movable portion of the casing or frameand 
providing for ‘the convenient removal, and ‘ 
replacement of the wheel 2. The cons‘truc- ‘ 
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tion also includes a hammer piece '8 mounted I 
i to reciprocate or slide on a rectilinearpath 
to which it is con?ned by a barrel ‘9 formed. 
in the frame or casing: l and extending from 
a point-10 in the'vicinity of the wheel and 
near one end of the horizontaldiameter to ‘a 
point 12 near the end of the boss 11 wherethe 
barrel is closed by a‘plug ‘14 suitablybored 
at 15in alignment with. the axis of thebarrel 
9 to receive the shank‘16 of’ abit’ 17.;which 
extends‘into the path ofithe‘hammer piece ‘ ‘ 
8, the 'bit shank 16 being in alignment-éwith 
the barrel 9 into which it projects. ' i 

v The striker wheel '2 is ‘ provided 
or more striker projections 18, to engage and 

projections are‘?at on the'si'de 19,t0ward 
the striker‘ piece 8, said?at surface \19'being 

with' one 7 

actuate the hammer piece 8 which; striker; 

vso 
preferably radial or‘nearly radial and-in " 

in the“ presentinstance, is a ‘holebored, in i 
the. boss;11 of the casing. This bore is pref 
erably atIright angles or substantially‘ at‘ 
‘right angles to the horizontal diameter of. 
the striker‘ wheel referring to the upright 
position of the tool as in-Figure'j1.~This~ 
horizontal diameter is in line with thestrik' ; 
ing surface 19 in the striking position, the ' 
exact arrangementand selection of these de 
tails not‘being essential. in . ‘ :7 a ,. 

. ‘To assist in- returning the hammer, piece 
2 to striking positionua helical-springQO-isi 
provided, the same being mounted in the 

hammer piece Sand at‘ the other end against: 
the plug 14L.- The coil of. the helical spring 
20 atthe ‘upper end ‘is shownas‘lencircling‘a; 

strikingposition preferably at or ‘nearly? at I ‘7 
right angles to the axis of the barrel 9, which, 
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barrel 9 and bearingationeend- against. the '1 .> 
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‘boss-21 at the end of the. hammer piece 8. 
To position the hammer piece 8 at the end 

of its return stroke in the pathrof the'striker 
projection 18, a stop 22 is provided which 

e. U 

may be of any preferred form. In the form 
‘of the invention shown itconsists of a lever 
24 pivotedintermediately on a ‘stud 25, seated 
1. e. threaded or otherwise in the boss 11 par 

I allelzto the ‘barrel 9. ' _'I‘his lever 24 extends 
.aitione end into the path of the hammerpiece 
8 on its return stroke, projectlng over the. 
end of the barrel 9, in which. position it’ rests 
on a ledge 26 at the top end of the barrel 
11. The other end of the lever 24 vis shown 

' as provided with a downwardly disposed tail 
'28, which bears on the top 29 of the boss 11. 

. The stud 25 projects well above ’ lever’ 24 
and-a ‘coil spring 30 encircles the stud 25, 
bearlng atlone end against‘ the bottom side 
.of the head 31‘ and at the‘other end against 
the top of the lever 24, around the hole '32 
in the lever through’ which the stud extends. 

virtue of» the action of the spring 30 a 
suitable degree of'resiliency isimparted to‘ 

' the stop 22 vwhich ‘permits: it to yield suffi 
ciently to prevent objectionable hammering 
or knocking at the end of the- up or reverse 

5i stroke‘. 7 

" In the form illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5, the striker wheel 2 and particularly 
the striking projection 18 operates in an ar 
cuate slot 34 formed in the upper end of the 
boss llinside of the casing, it being noted 
that ‘the slot intersects the barrel 9 ‘at the 
top, permitting‘ the striker wheel proper. to 
rotate in close. relationship to "and with the 
hammer piece ‘8 in its" initial .or retracted 
position,v as illustrated in Figure '1.‘ _The 
'depth'of the slot 34 is further su?icient to 
accommodate the striking projection 18 
which, as ‘already pointedout, projects be— 
yond and outward more or less radially-from 

' the peripheral ‘surface of the wheel and into 
the path of the hammer piece 8, so that at 

" each revolution‘v the energy stored by the 
wheel is imparted directly to the hammer 
piece which it engages at eachlstrokepro 
jecting it downwardlyto the lower end vof the 
barrel where it dellvers a blow upon bit shank 
16 and rebounds as hereinafter described. 7 
In the form of tool shown in Figures 1, .2, 

3, 4 and5, thestriker wheel shaft 4 may be .. 
driven by means‘ of a ?exible shaft 38 which 

- as shown is connected direct to the striker 
wheelshaft 3 in anv suitable manner’ as 
means of the coupling 39. . 
In operation, the tool or bit 17 being placed 

in contact with the work, the striker wheel 
shaft 3 being rotated in any suitable manner 
‘as by means of the ?exible shaft 38>,the pro 
jecting striker member 18 comes in contact 
once in each revolution with the‘ hammer 

' piece'8 ‘which is normally located‘ in thepath 
ofthe hammer by the action of the spring 

" 20, being positioned‘by means of the stop 
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22. After the ?rst blow the hammer piece 
8 is returned immediately by the recoil and 
by the action of the spring 20 to the posig 
tion in the path of the striker’, projection in 
dicated by reference character 8 in Figure 
1. Qneach'for'ward stroke of the'hammer 
piece, it comes in contact‘ with the top end 
‘of the shank 16 of the tool, delivering sharp 
blows or impacts which are repeated in rapid 
succession. In each instance the recoil of 
thehammer piece is quickenouglr'to return 
it to the path of the striker member pro 
jection 18 prior to ‘the advance of the same 
on the next stroke, a H ' 

The energy of the blow delivered to the 
tool 17 by'the hammer piece 8 depends on 
the speed of rotation of the striker wheel2 
and on the diameter of the said‘ wheel and 
upon the moment of inertia- of the striker 
wheel vabout its axis. 7 f ' > .‘ ' - ' 

In Figure 6- I have shown a hammer-of 
similar construction to thatof Figurezhletc. 
except that in this instance the striker wheel 
40 is provided‘ with two-striking projections 
41 and 42 whereby‘the number of strokes or 
blows is increased or multiplieduby 2..‘ The 

. 

so 
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number of projections may be increased-to a ' 
maximum depending upon-the relation‘o'f the 

and constancyvof speed of ‘the wheel‘ 2 or 40. 
In Figures -6 and ‘7 I‘, have illustrated a 

portable'power driven. electric tool embody 
ing the percussive device alreadydescribed. 
This ‘construction may bein' any proposed 
‘formras shown, there is ‘a handle or grip 
member-45, to which is connected. a'cabl‘e 46. 
The grip member 47 contains switch mecha 
IllSHl‘IlOi? shown operated by a trigger lever 
48. 
motor casing :01- housing 49 containing‘ an 
electric motor :50. The motor 'y-asshown ‘is 
cooled byafan 51 secured to the lowerend 
of the motor shaft 52 and surrounded ‘by per- ' 
forations 53 in» the ‘gear casing 54.: This gear 
‘casing 54 contains a train of reducing/gears 
55, including a pinion 56,.which meshesfwith 
a gear 57 secured to'the striker wheel shaft 

speed of the hammer vpiece 8 totthe' speed 2 
95 

100 

The grip inember45 is securedi’toa , 
' 7105 
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58 on which is mounted the'striker-iwheel 59 ' 
secured to ‘the shaft to ‘rotate therewith,*or 
the gear 5'? and striker wheel may be secured 
together. The ‘striker wheel, in turn’, co 
operates with‘a hammer piece :8 mounted to 
reciprocate in a' barrel 9 to ‘cooperate with 
the tool 17, having a shank 16, the?'h-ammer 
piece 8 being supported'?and' returnedito its 
normal or- initial position by means of’a 
spring 20 'andlbv'the recoil. The hammer 
piece‘ 8 is locatedv in the path of thestriker 
member'18 on thereturn stroke of the‘ham 
mer piece by means of the stop22'which- is 
similar to theistop described inconnection 
with the machine, Figure‘ 1'. " T . ' - 

The operationoffthe. electrically driven 
percussion device is very. similar to that pre 
viously described except 'thatfnoi rotating 
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shaft communicating with the outside is 
necessary to the operation of the tool, the 
tool being thrown into and out of operation 
instantaneously by the operation of the 
switch lever or trigger lever 48. 

I have thus described speci?cally and in 
detail a power driven percussive device em 
bodying the features of my invention in the 
preferred form in order that the nature and ‘ 
the manner of constructing, using and oper 
ating the same may be clearly understood. 
However,» the speci?c terms herein are used 
descriptively rather than in a limiting sense, 
the scope of the invention being de?ned in 
the claims. - ‘ 

WVhat I claim as new and desire to secure 
by Letters, Patent is: 

1. The combination in a portable power 
hammer of‘ a continuously rotating striker 
having a’striking member rigidlymounted 
thereon7 a reciprocating ramwith guiding 
means therefor engaged by the ram in slid 
ing relation only, causing the ram to move 
on a path which is substantially tangential ’ 
to the path of the striker member, means for 
supporting a bit'in the path of the ram at 
one end of its stroke, a resiliently mounted 
stop means located at the’upper end of the‘ 
ram guide for checking the rebound of the‘ ' 
ram at the opposite end ofits stroke and in 
the path of the striker member and resilient 
means for supporting the ram in contact with 
the stop, the stroke of the ram, as controlled 
by said guide, being so placed and of sufficient 
length to carry the ram entirely out of the 
path of the‘ striker, permitting the striker 
to pass the ram on each full reciprocation. 

2. The combination in a portable power 
hammer of a continuously rotating striker 
having a striking member rigidly mounted ’ 
thereon with a striking surface which is sub 
stantially radial, a freely reciprocating ram 
with guiding means therefor enga ed by the 
ram in sliding relation, causing t e ram to 
move on a path which ‘is mainly outside of 
and substantially tangential to the path of 
the striker member, means for supporting a 
bit in the path of the ram at one end of its 
stroke, a resiliently mounted stop means 
located at the upper end of the ram guide for 
checking the rebound of the ram at the other 
end of its stroke and near the point of tan 
gency, resilient means tending to support 
the ram in contact with the stop, the path V 
of the ram as determined by the guide caus 
ing it to pass completely out of the path of 
the striker member immediately after con“ 
tact therewith whereby the striker member 
passes the ram on each stroke. 

Signed by me at Towson, Baltimore 
County, Maryland, this 15th day of August, 
1929. 
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